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Abstract
The PdGa intermetallic compound is a highly selective and stable heterogeneous hydrogenation
catalyst for the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. We have studied single crystals of PdGa grown by
the Czochralski technique. The 69 Ga electric-field-gradient (EFG) tensor was determined by means of
NMR spectroscopy, giving experimental confirmation of both the recently refined structural model of
PdGa and the theoretically predicted Pd–Ga covalent bonding scheme. The hydrogenation experiment
has detected no hydrogen uptake in the PdGa, thus preventing in situ hydride formation that leads to a
reduction of the catalytic selectivity. We have also determined bulk physical properties (the magnetic
susceptibility, the electrical resistivity, the thermoelectric power, the Hall coefficient, the thermal
conductivity and the specific heat) of single-crystalline PdGa. The results show that PdGa is a
diamagnet with metallic electrical resistivity and moderately high thermal conductivity. The
thermoelectric power is negative with complicated temperature dependence, whereas the Hall
coefficient is positive and temperature-dependent, indicating complexity of the Fermi surface. Partial
fulfillment of the NMR Korringa relation reveals that the charge carriers are weakly correlated.
Specific heat measurements show that the density of electronic states (DOS) at the Fermi energy of
PdGa is reduced to 15% of the DOS of the elemental Pd metal.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

crystal structures as selective, stable and unsupported catalysts
in heterogeneous catalysis has been developed recently [2–4].
The basic idea is that isolated active sites on the surface of
an intermetallic compound enable only a reduced number of

Based on the active-site isolation concept [1], a rational
approach to apply intermetallic compounds with ordered
0953-8984/12/085703+09$33.00
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possible adsorption configurations for the reactants, leading
to a narrower range of possible reaction products and
improved selectivity. Ordered crystal structures lead to a
uniform surrounding of the active sites, so that the number
of neighboring sites and the distances between them are well
defined. By selecting intermetallic compounds with a suitable
crystal structure, the active sites can be tailored to the needs
of the reaction. In many intermetallic compounds, strong
covalent bonding between the atoms is present (see, e.g., [4,
5]), providing long-term stability of the catalytic material
under reaction conditions and avoiding deactivation of the
near-surface region in situ after a period of time.
The intermetallic compounds from the Pd–Ga system
[3, 6, 7], in particular PdGa9 , and the Al13 Co4 complex
intermetallic [8] have recently been explored as highly
selective heterogeneous hydrogenation catalysts in the semihydrogenation of acetylene in a large excess of ethylene,
which is an important step in the purification of the ethylene
feed for the production of polyethylene. Selectivity is crucial
in this reaction, as an unselective catalyst would convert
valuable ethylene into ethane and also enable the formation
of carbonaceous deposits, which deactivate the catalyst. The
selective hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene on the (100)
surface of the Al13 Co4 has been investigated theoretically
at the atomistic level by ab initio density-functional theory
(DFT) simulations [8], confirming the usefulness of the
active-site isolation concept.
The intermetallic compound PdGa was also proven to
follow this concept [2–7, 9, 10]. The crystal structure of
PdGa is well ordered. The Pd atoms are surrounded solely
by Ga atoms and vice versa [11]. The Ga–Pd interactions
were shown by quantum chemical methods to have covalent
nature [3, 12], ensuring high stability of the PdGa phase
under reaction conditions [6, 7]. A comparison of the catalytic
data for the hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene catalyzed
by either the PdGa or the supported Pd/Al2 O3 conventional
catalyst has shown that PdGa possesses high and stable
selectivity, while the supported Pd exhibits low selectivity as
well as strong deactivation with time on stream [3].
While the existing experimental studies of the PdGa
material were performed on polycrystalline samples, large
PdGa single crystals were successfully grown recently by
the Czochralski method [13]. Since catalysis proceeds at the
surface, well-defined and oriented surfaces prepared from
single-crystalline slices are preferred for fundamental studies
to those prepared from polycrystalline material. In addition,
the underlying bulk is influencing the properties of the surface,
so that knowledge of the bulk properties of the material is
important to connect catalytic properties of the surface to the
structural and electronic properties of the bulk.
In this paper, we present an experimental investigation
of the physical properties of single-crystalline PdGa material.
By using NMR spectroscopy, we determined the electricfield-gradient (EFG) tensor at the 69 Ga site in the unit

cell and confirm the covalent bonding scheme between
the Pd and Ga atoms. We also determined bulk magnetic,
electrical and thermal transport properties and specific heat
of the PdGa along well-defined crystallographic directions.
Hydrogen absorption in the PdGa was studied as well. This
work complements the determination of anisotropic bulk
physical properties of the complex intermetallic compound
Al13 Co4 [14], also considered as a selective and stable catalyst
in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene [8].

2. Structural considerations and sample preparation
PdGa is a cubic phase crystallizing in the FeSi type of
structure, space group P21 3 (no. 198) with the lattice
parameter a = 4.8970 Å [11]. There are four formula units
in the unit cell (Z = 4), with four Pd in Wyckoff position 4a,
xxx, x = 0.392 40, and four Ga in Wyckoff position 4a, xxx,
x = 0.092 95. The FeSi type of structure may be considered
as a strongly distorted NaCl type with an associated increase
in coordination number from 6 to 7 for both atom sites [15].
The first coordination shell of Pd or Ga, respectively, consists
exclusively of seven atoms of the other kind. This structural
arrangement makes the Pd atoms well separated from each
other by the surrounding Ga shell, fulfilling the requirement of
the active-site isolation for catalytic selectivity. In figure 1(a),
the crystal structure of the PdGa is shown, whereas the
coordination polyhedron formed by seven Ga atoms around a
central Pd atom is shown in figure 1(b) (a similar, but reversed
arrangement of seven Pd atoms around the central Ga atom
applies also to the first coordination shell of Ga). The shortest
contact of 2.5399 Å is between the Pd and Ga atoms located
on a threefold symmetry axis (shown by a dashed line in
figure 1(b)). The coordination is completed by three slightly
longer contacts of 2.5726 Å and three significantly longer
contacts at 2.7058 Å. This rare coordination of the atoms
is a result of two-center Pd–Ga and three-center Pd–Ga–Pd
covalent interactions [3, 12]. The larger distance among Pd
atoms (3.0084 Å) in comparison to elemental palladium
may be the reason for the higher selectivity of PdGa as a
hydrogenation catalyst.
Our centimeter-size PdGa-oriented single crystal was
grown by the Czochralski method. The details of preparation
and material characterization are published elsewhere [13].
For the measurements we have cut from the parent crystal
three rectangular bars of dimensions 7×1×1 mm3 , with their
long axes along the [100], [110] and [111] crystallographic
directions, where the perpendicular directions of each bar
were known as well. Due to the cubic symmetry of the
crystal structure of PdGa, no anisotropy of the bulk physical
properties of tensorial character is expected, so that the
measurements of some of the investigated quantities (the
electrical resistivity and the Hall coefficient) on the three
differently oriented samples were performed, mainly to
confirm the isotropy of the employed material and hence its
structural quality. However, the NMR spectra are sensitive to
the site symmetry of the resonant nuclei, which in PdGa is
lower than octahedral, so that orientation-dependent studies
of the 69 Ga NMR spectra in the magnetic field by rotating the

9 According to the difference in electronegativity and analysis of chemical

bonding [12], the chemical formula of the compound is more correctly
written as GaPd instead of PdGa. However, for consistency with the previous
literature, we use PdGa in this work.
2
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Figure 1. (a) The cubic unit cell of PdGa according to [11]. (b) Coordination polyhedron formed by seven Ga atoms around a central Pd
atom (the first coordination shell of Pd). A similar, but reversed, arrangement of seven Pd atoms around the central Ga atom also applies to
the first coordination shell of Ga. The threefold symmetry axis is shown by a dashed line.

is a good approximation to describe the magnetic shift by the
isotropic Knight shift Kiso only.
Orientation-dependent 69 Ga NMR spectra were recorded
at the temperature of 80 K in a magnetic field of
9.39 T strength, corresponding to the Larmor frequency
νL (69 Ga) = 96.008 MHz. The crystal was rotated around the
crystallographic direction [100], which was enough to extract
the 69 Ga EFG tensor from the rotation patterns. According
to the PdGa structural model [11], the closest Pd atom to
the resonant 69 Ga nucleus (yielding the shortest Pd–Ga bond
and consequently the largest EFG-tensor element) is the atom
located on the threefold axis (figure 1(b)). By choosing the Z
axis of the EFG-tensor principal-axes system (PAS) to point
along the threefold direction, the threefold symmetry of the
atomic site requires the following form of the 69 Ga EFG
tensor in its PAS:

samples around well-defined crystallographic directions are
needed to extract the EFG tensor.

3.

69 Ga

3.1.

NMR

69 Ga

EFG tensor and the Knight shift

The 69 Ga nuclei interact with the surrounding ions and
electrons by the electrical and magnetic interactions. The
69 Ga nuclear electric quadrupole moment Q couples to the
EFG tensor Vij of the surrounding ionic and electronic charges
via the electric quadrupole interaction, where the charges
within the first coordination shell around the Ga atoms give
the dominant contribution to the EFG due to 1/r3 radial
dependence. The symmetry of the EFG tensor thus reveals
the symmetry of the electric charge distribution within the
local chemical environment around the resonant nucleus.
In the case of Ga–Pd covalent bonding, the largest part
of the EFG originates from the valence-electron density.
Conduction-electron density contributes to the EFG at the
69 Ga sites as well and the interaction between the conduction
electrons and the electrons in the bonding orbitals gives
an additional contribution to the electronic EFG via the
distortion of the molecular cores. Magnetic coupling between
the nucleus and the electrons proceeds via the magnetic
shielding tensor Sij that mediates the interaction between the
nuclear spin I and the external magnetic field H0 . Magnetic
shielding originates from the electronic surrounding and
generally contains the chemical shift tensor σij due to the
electrons in the molecular orbitals and the Knight shift tensor
Kij due to the conduction electrons [16]. The isotropic part
of the magnetic shift (the sum of the isotropic chemical shift
σiso = (1/3)Tr{σij } and the isotropic Knight shift Kiso due
to the contact interaction between the nuclear spin and the
s-type conduction electrons that extend into the nucleus) is
usually much larger than the anisotropic part. In addition, Kiso
is typically two orders of magnitude larger than σiso , so that it

−V/2 0 0
0 −V/2 0 .
Vij =
0
0 V

(1)

This form implies that the quadrupole asymmetry parameter
is zero, η = (VXX − VYY )/VZZ = 0. Since there are four Ga
atoms in the PdGa unit cell, but only one Ga crystallographic
site, all four 69 Ga EFG tensors in their PASs are characterized
by a single and the same parameter V (i.e. the four Ga atoms
are chemically equivalent). The tensors’ PASs are oriented
differently with respect to the crystal-fixed coordinate frame,
so that one can observe up to four 69 Ga NMR spectral lines
in the spectrum at a general orientation of the crystal with
respect to the magnetic field direction (i.e. the four Ga atoms
are magnetically inequivalent).
Due to the very large electric quadrupole coupling
constant νQ = e2 qQ/2h of the 69 Ga nucleus (spin I = 3/2),
where eq = V is the largest EFG-tensor element, we were
able to detect only the central transition (1/2 ↔ −1/2) in the
NMR spectrum. Figure 2 shows the rotation pattern of the
3
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Figure 2. Orientation-dependent positions of the 69 Ga NMR
spectral lines (the 1/2 ↔ −1/2 central transition) for the rotation of
the PdGa monocrystal around the [100] axis. The angle β = 0
corresponds to the orientation where one of the cubic axes is parallel
to the magnetic field. Black solid curves are fits to equation (3)
using a single parameter νQ = 13.0 MHz. The 69 Ga Larmor
frequency νL and the Knight shift (plus the Larmor frequency)
δνK + νL = ν − δνQ are shown by horizontal dashed lines.
Figure 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the 69 Ga NMR line
position ν for the crystal orientation where one of the cubic axes is
parallel to the magnetic field (corresponding to the β = 0 orientation
in figure 2). The solid curve is the fit to equation (5) and the fitting
parameters are described in the text. The temperature independence
of the Knight shift δνK = ν − νL − δνQ (T) is demonstrated as well.
The horizontal line corresponds to the Knight shift value
δνK = 244 kHz. (b) Temperature-dependent 69 Ga spin–lattice
relaxation rate T1−1 of PdGa in a (T1 T)−1 versus temperature plot.

NMR spectrum around the [100] direction, where the angle
β = 0 corresponds to the orientation where one of the cubic
axes (say, the [010] direction) was parallel to the magnetic
field. For this rotation we observe two spectral lines, each
corresponding to two Ga atoms in the unit cell. The pattern
repeats after 90◦ , as expected for the cubic symmetry of the
crystal.
The second-order quadrupole shift of a spin I = 3/2
nucleus is generally written as [17]
δνQ = −

νQ2
2νL

[A(ϕ)cos4 θ + B(ϕ)cos2 θ + C(ϕ)],

νL − δνQ (figure 2) is positive. Its value will be determined in
the following by analyzing the temperature dependence of the
69 Ga spectral lines. Here it is important to stress that the entire
angular dependence of the 69 Ga lines could be accounted for
by the electric quadrupole interaction, so that the assumption
of approximating the magnetic shift by the isotropic Knight
shift is well justified.
The temperature dependence of the 69 Ga spectral line
position was determined for the crystal orientation where
one of the cubic axes was parallel to the magnetic
field (corresponding to the β = 0 orientation in figure 2,
where a single line is observed in the spectrum). The
temperature-dependent line position in the range between 300
and 4 K is shown in figure 3(a). The line position exhibits
slight variation with temperature, which can be reproduced
by assuming the quadrupolar coupling constant to obey the
following temperature dependence:

(2)

where θ and ϕ are Euler angles describing the direction of the
magnetic field in the PAS of the EFG tensor. The functions A,
B and C depend on the azimuthal angle ϕ and the asymmetry
parameter η, but reduce to constants for the axially symmetric
EFG tensor with η = 0, amounting A = −27/8, B = 30/8
and C = −3/8. By transforming the four 69 Ga EFG tensors
of the form given by equation (1) from their respective PASs
into the crystal-fixed frame, and allowing the magnetic field to
be tilted for an angle β from the cubic axis, we obtain for the
[100] rotation two different second-order quadrupole shifts for
the four Ga atoms in the PdGa unit cell (pairs of Ga atoms lead
to equivalent shifts):
δνQ1,2 =

νQ2 1
[−8 + 3(1 − cos 4β) ± 8 sin 2β].
2νL 16

(3)

νQ = νQ,0 (1 − αT 3/2 ).

Equation (3) perfectly reproduces the experimental orientation dependence of the two 69 Ga lines (solid curves in figure 2)
by a single parameter νQ = 13.0 MHz. To obtain the Knight
shift, we subtracted from the measured orientation-dependent
peak position frequencies the second-order quadrupolar shift
given by equation (3). The resulting Knight shift δνK = ν −

(4)

The T 3/2 behavior of νQ was observed in many metals
with the resonant nuclei in a noncubic environment. It was
shown [18] that the electronic part of the EFG is responsible
for this kind of temperature dependence due to the effect
of the electron–phonon interactions on the crystal potential.
4
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The characteristic order of magnitude for the coefficient α
is 10−5 K−1.5 , in particular 1.5 × 10−5 K−1.5 for Zn and
2.2 × 10−5 K−1.5 for Cd. Inserting equation (4) into (3) and
setting β = 0, the second-order quadrupole shift depends on
temperature as
δνQ = −

2
νQ,0

4νL

2

(1 − αT 3/2 ) .

conduction electrons. Inserting the values of K and T1 T
into the Korringa relation of equation (6), we obtain the
ratio K 2 4π kB T1 T/(h̄γe2 /γn2 ) = 1.75, whereas the value 1.0 is
expected for the model of independent conduction electrons.
This means that the conduction electrons in PdGa are weakly
correlated. The obtained value is consistent with the values
found for alkali and noble metals, which fall in the range
between 1.0 and 2.0 [20].

(5)

This form of δνQ reproduces well the temperature-dependent
dataset of figure 3(a) (solid curve) by taking α = 6.6 ×
10−6 K−1.5 . In addition, from the previously deduced value
of νQ = 13.0 MHz at 80 K we obtain the extrapolated
zero-temperature value of the quadrupole coupling constant
as νQ,0 = 13.06 MHz. To get the temperature-dependent
Knight shift, we subtracted from the data of figure 3(a) the
contribution of the second-order quadrupole shift given by
equation (5). The remaining Knight shift is temperatureindependent (figure 3(a)) and amounts to δνK = 244 kHz.
The relative Knight shift is then obtained as K = δνK /νL =
2.54 × 10−3 .
3.2.

69

3.3. Discussion of 69 Ga NMR results
The experimentally determined axially symmetric form of
the 69 Ga EFG tensor in PdGa, which is described by a
single parameter V, is consistent with the threefold symmetric
charge distribution around the Ga atoms and therefore
supports the structural model [11]. The T 3/2 temperature
dependence of the quadrupolar shift of the NMR line
indicates that the main part of the EFG is of electronic
origin (originating from both the conduction electrons and
the electrons in the molecular orbitals of the Pd–Ga chemical
bonds). The experimental value νQ,0 = 13.06 MHz allows
extraction of the largest principal value of the EFG tensor V
from the equation νQ = eQV/2h by using the value of the
69 Ga electric quadrupole moment Q/|e| = 0.168×10−24 cm2 ,
yielding V = 6.4×1021 V m−2 . The V value of PdGa was also
calculated theoretically [12] from first-principles electronic
structure calculations performed on the scalar-relativistic DFT
level using the full potential APW+lo code WIEN2k [21], by
employing the published PdGa structural model. The resulting
theoretical value V = −5.8 × 1021 V m−2 matches well
the experimental one (regarding the sign, recall that NMR
cannot determine experimentally the sign of V, since |V|
is measured). The NMR results thus indirectly confirm the
covalent bonding scheme between the Ga and Pd atoms that
is required for high stability of the PdGa phase under catalytic
conditions.

Ga spin–lattice relaxation and the Korringa relation

NMR spectroscopy offers a criterion on how free-electronlike a metallic compound is. The method relies on the
simultaneous measurement of the Knight shift K and the
NMR spin–lattice relaxation rate T1−1 . For a free-electron gas,
a simple equation relating these two quantities, called the
Korringa relation [19], holds:
 2
h̄
γe
2
K =
,
(6)
4π kB TT1 γn
where γe and γn are the electronic and the nuclear
gyromagnetic ratios, respectively. The degree to which this
relation is fulfilled, by inserting the experimental values of K
and T1−1 , is a measure of the free-electron-like nature of the
compound.
The temperature-dependent 69 Ga spin–lattice relaxation
rate T1−1 was measured by the inversion-recovery method
applied to the central transition. To extract the T1−1 values, the
nuclear magnetization relaxation curves Mn (t) were analyzed
by the model of magnetic relaxation of a spin I = 3/2 nucleus:
Mn = Mn,0 [1 − (1 + s){0.1 exp(−t/T1 )
+ 0.9 exp(−6t/T1 )}],

4. Bulk physical properties of PdGa
In order to characterize further the PdGa material, we
determined its bulk physical properties by measuring
the magnetic susceptibility, the electrical resistivity, the
thermoelectric power, the Hall coefficient, the specific
heat and the thermal conductivity. Hydrogen absorption
from the gas phase was investigated as well. Magnetic
measurements were conducted by a Quantum Design MPMS
XL-5 SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 50 kOe
magnet. The measurements of the electrical resistivity,
the thermoelectric power, the Hall coefficient, the thermal
conductivity and the specific heat were conducted by a
Quantum Design physical property measurement system
(PPMS 9T), equipped with a 90 kOe magnet, and home-made
equipment. Electrical resistivity was measured by a standard
four-terminal technique. The thermoelectric power and the
thermal conductivity were measured simultaneously by
monitoring both the temperature and voltage drop across the
sample after a heat pulse is applied to its end by means
of square waves. The Hall coefficient measurements were

(7)

which fitted well the magnetization-recovery curves. Here
Mn,0 is the thermal-equilibrium nuclear spin magnetization
and s is the portion of the inverted magnetization after
the first pulse. The product of the temperature-dependent
relaxation rate and the absolute temperature, (T1 T)−1 , as a
function of temperature is shown in figure 3(b). This kind
of plot is usually employed for metals, where T1−1 ∝ T
due to the coupling of the nuclear spin to the spins of
the conduction electrons, so that the product T1 T eliminates
the temperature dependence. In figure 3(b) we see that
the data fall on a constant line (T1 T)−1 = 0.8 K−1 s−1 ,
confirming the dominant metallic-type relaxation via the
5
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Figure 5. Temperature-dependent electrical resistivity ρ of PdGa
for the current along the [100], [110] and [111] crystallographic
directions.

4.2. Electrical resistivity
Electrical resistivity ρ(T) was measured between 360 and
2 K on the three differently oriented PdGa samples by
directing the current along [100], [110] and [111] directions,
respectively. The results are shown in figure 5. As expected
from the cubic symmetry, there is no anisotropy of the
resistivity along different crystallographic directions and the
small scatter in the absolute values is the experimental error
due to uncertainty in the determination of the samples’
geometrical parameters (the length and the cross section).
Away from the low-temperature limit, the resistivity increases
linearly with temperature, where the positive temperature
coefficient (PTC) demonstrates the predominant role of
the electron–phonon inelastic scattering mechanism in the
temperature dependence of ρ. The saturation of ρ to a constant
plateau in the T → 0 limit is due to quenched defects in
the structure. The resistivity values are metallic, amounting
at RT to ρ293 K =17.5 µcm and the residual resistivity is
ρ2 K = 3 µcm. For comparison, the RT resistivity of the
Pd
elemental Pd metal amounts to ρ293
K = 10.5 µcm, so that
the RT ratio of the resistivities is ρ/ρ Pd = 1.67. PdGa can thus
be considered as a good metallic conductor.

Figure 4. (a) Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility
χ = M/H of PdGa in the magnetic field H = 1 kOe.
(b) Magnetization versus the magnetic field, M(H), at T = 5 K. In
both experiments, the magnetic field was applied along the [100]
crystallographic direction.

performed by the five-point method using the standard ac
technique in magnetic fields up to 10 kOe. The specific heat
was measured by a thermal-relaxation calorimeter.
4.1. Magnetic properties
Magnetic susceptibility χ = M/H was determined in the
temperature range 1.9–300 K in the magnetic field H =
1 kOe applied along the [100] crystallographic direction. The
susceptibility (figure 4(a)) is negative diamagnetic and largely
temperature-independent, except in the low-temperature limit,
where a tiny Curie upturn is observed due to the small
amount of paramagnetic impurities (perhaps the residual
impurities in the starting materials for the PdGa synthesis).
The room-temperature (RT) susceptibility value amounts to
χ293 K = −3 × 10−5 emu mol−1 . The magnetization versus
the magnetic field, M(H), experiment performed at T = 5 K
for the magnetic sweep ±50 kOe is shown in figure 4(b). The
negative-sloping M(H) straight line confirms the diamagnetic
nature of PdGa. The Larmor diamagnetic core susceptibility
of PdGa was calculated from literature tables [22] to be in the
range χdia = (−3.3, −2.6) × 10−5 emu mol−1 for different
ionization states of the elements (Pd2+ , Pd4+ and Ga3+ ). χdia
accounts for practically all the susceptibility at RT, so that
the two conduction-electron contributions to the susceptibility
(the Pauli paramagnetic spin susceptibility and the Landau
orbital diamagnetic susceptibility) that are of the same order
of magnitude as χdia largely compensate each other.

4.3. Thermoelectric power
The thermoelectric power is sensitive to the sign of the charge
carriers and hence distinguishes between the electrons and
the holes. The thermopower (the Seebeck coefficient S) of
PdGa was measured between 320 and 2 K along the [100]
direction and the result is shown in figure 6. The thermopower
is small and negative, suggesting the electrons to be the
majority charge carriers. Its RT value amounts to S293 K =
−3.6 µV K−1 . The detailed temperature dependence of S(T),
which shows a weakly pronounced local inflection point and a
minimum, is difficult to analyze theoretically as this complex
behavior may originate from both the complexity of the Fermi
surface and the electron–phonon coupling (phonon drag).
6
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Figure 8. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity κ of PdGa
along the [100] crystallographic direction.

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent thermoelectric power S of PdGa
measured along the [100] crystallographic direction.

by considering the details of the Fermi surface, opposite-sign
S < 0 and RH > 0 are not uncommon in the literature.
This situation was discussed for the high-Tc cuprates [23],
where the electrons form an unusual state in which the Hall
(cyclotron) mass parallel to the Fermi surface is hole-like (<0)
but the transport mass perpendicular to it is electron-like (>0).
The electron-like transport mass contributes to negative S,
while the hole-like Hall mass results in positive RH . Similar
situation was found also in the Y-phase Al–Co–Ni decagonal
approximant phase [24].
4.5. Thermal conductivity
Figure 7. Temperature-dependent Hall coefficient RH = Ey /jx Bz of
PdGa for five different combinations of the current jx and magnetic
field Bz orthogonal directions, given in the legend.

The thermal conductivity κ of PdGa along the [100]
crystallographic direction is displayed in figure 8. κ increases
rapidly in the low-temperature region up to 30 K, whereas at
higher temperatures the growth becomes slower. The RT value
amounts to κ293 K = 50 W mK−1 , whereas the reference value
for the Pd metal is κ298 K = 71.8 W mK−1 . This makes PdGa
a moderate thermal conductor.

4.4. Hall coefficient
The Hall coefficient is also sensitive to the sign of the
charge carriers and distinguishes between the electrons and
the holes. The temperature-dependent Hall coefficient RH =
Ey /jx Bz was determined between 360 and 10 K. Five sets
of experimental data were collected by directing (1) the
current jx along the [100] direction and the magnetic field
Bz in the [001] direction, (2) jx along the [110] direction
and Bz in the perpendicular plane along the [001] and [1̄10]
orthogonal directions, and (3) jx along the [111] direction
and Bz in the perpendicular plane along the [1̄1̄2] and [1̄10]
orthogonal directions. The five RH datasets do not show
any anisotropy beyond the experimental precision of ±0.1 ×
10−10 m3 C−1 (figure 7). The RH values are metallic in
the range 10−10 m3 C−1 with the positive RT value of
K
R293
≈ 1.6 × 10−10 m3 C−1 . RH increases upon cooling
H
and remains positive, reaching at 4 K the value R4HK ≈ 3.5 ×
10−10 m3 C−1 . Due to the metallic RH values, this relatively
small increase by a factor of about two can be attributed to the
temperature-dependent changes of the Fermi surface.
The positive RH suggests that the holes are the majority
charge carriers, whereas the negative thermopower offers
the opposite conclusion that the charge is carried by the
electrons. While this apparent contradiction can be resolved

4.6. Specific heat and the electronic density of states at the
Fermi energy εF
The low-temperature specific heat C(T) is a convenient
quantity to estimate the value of the electronic density of states
(DOS) at the Fermi energy εF and the Debye temperature θD .
For the diamagnetic PdGa, the total specific heat is a sum of
the electronic and lattice specific heats. The electronic specific
heat depends linearly on temperature, Cel (T) = γ T, with the
electronic specific heat coefficient γ = (π 2 /3)kB2 g(εF ), where
g(εF ) is the DOS at εF . At low temperatures below about 10 K,
the lattice specific heat can usually be well approximated by
the Debye model and is expressed as a function of temperature
in the form Clatt (T) = αT 3 . The lattice specific heat coefficient
α is related to the Debye temperature via the relation θD =
1/3
(12π 4 R/5α) , where R is the gas constant. The total specific
heat at low temperatures can then be written as
C(T) = γ T + αT 3 .

(8)

The specific heat measurements were performed in the
temperature range between 2 and 300 K. The low-temperature
7
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Figure 9. Low-temperature molar specific heat of PdGa in a C/T
versus T 2 plot. The solid line is the fit with equation (8). The
specific heat in the entire investigated temperature range (2–300 K)
is displayed in the inset.

Figure 10. H2 mass spectrum of PdGa upon heating the material
from RT up to 800 ◦ C. The sample was previously subjected to
55 bar of hydrogen gas at 350 ◦ C for 16 h and then left for an
additional three days in 50 bar at RT. The vertical axis displays the
current of ionized H2 molecules. The current value I ≈ 2 × 10−11 A
corresponds to the background current. No hydrogen release can be
noticed during heating, indicating no hydrogen uptake under the
above conditions.

molar specific heat is displayed in figure 9 in a C/T versus
T 2 plot, whereas the specific heat in the entire investigated
temperature range is displayed in the inset. The analysis
yielded the values γ = 1.41 mJ mol−1 K−2 and θD = 267 K.
The reference values for the elemental Pd metal are [25]
γPd = 9.36 mJ mol−1 K−2 and θDPd = 272 K. The gamma
values allow estimating the value of the DOS g(εF ) of PdGa
relative to the Pd metal. We obtain γ /γPd = g/gPd = 0.15, so
that the DOS at εF of PdGa is reduced to 15% of the DOS of
the Pd metal. The reduced DOS at εF is one of the reasons for
the higher electrical resistivity of PdGa, as compared to the Pd
metal.

20 ◦ C min−1 heating rate. The upper temperature of the
heating run was selected by considering that any stable metal
hydride will decompose until 600 ◦ C, so that heating up
to 800 ◦ C should be enough to release all the eventually
absorbed hydrogen. The mass change of the sample and the
hydrogen molecule counts by the mass spectrometer were
measured simultaneously. The mass change was found below
the detection limit of our measurement system (where the
background variations are about 0.005 mass%). No hydrogen
release could be noticed also in the H2 mass spectrum up to
the highest temperature (figure 10). The vertical axis of the
spectrum shown in figure 10 displays the current of ionized
H2 molecules and the measured current value I ≈ 2×10−11 A
corresponds to the background current, in the absence of
any hydrogen release. This demonstrates that PdGa does
not absorb hydrogen, as required for a good hydrogenation
catalyst material.

4.7. Hydrogen absorption
A good hydrogenation catalyst should show no hydrogen
uptake, as the hydride formation involves changes of the
structural and electronic properties of the material that directly
influence its catalytic performance, resulting in reduced
catalytic selectivity and mechanical instability. In order to
check for the hydrogen uptake from the gas phase, bulk
pieces of PdGa single-crystalline material were placed in a
316 stainless-steel Sievert apparatus under 55 bar of hydrogen
gas at 350 ◦ C for 16 h. After reducing the temperature
to RT, the sample spent an additional three days in 50
bar hydrogen atmosphere. Hydrogen uptake was measured
thermogravimetrically and by the mass spectrometer by
detecting desorbed hydrogen in a heating run. While
thermogravimetry (TG) detects mass changes of the hydride
material, mass spectrometry provides valuable information
about the distribution of hydrogen desorption temperatures,
which are related to the hydrogen bonding energies in the
host metallic material. The PdGa sample was subjected
to controlled temperature program of a TG-DTA/DSC Gas
Analytical System QMS 403 C Aëolos thermal analyzer with
an attached mass spectrometer, capable of detecting minute
quantities of hydrogen down to 0.005 mass%. The sample
was placed in an alumina pot and attached to a thermocouple
on the microbalance. After three evacuation/argon refill
cycles, the sample was heated from RT to 800 ◦ C with a

5. Summary and conclusions
Our determination of the 69 Ga EFG tensor by means of
NMR spectroscopy gives experimental confirmation of both
the recently refined structural model of PdGa [11] and
the theoretically predicted Pd–Ga covalent bonding scheme
of this hydrogenation catalyst intermetallic compound [3].
Due to structural reasons, PdGa fulfills the criterion of the
site-isolation concept needed for high selectivity in a catalytic
reaction, whereas strong covalent bonding provides long-term
chemical stability of the catalytic material under the reaction
condition. Together with the absence of hydrogen absorption,
this prevents reduction of the catalytic selectivity of the
near-surface region in situ after a period of time.
Since heterogeneous catalysis proceeds at the surface,
well-defined and oriented surfaces prepared from singlecrystalline slices are preferred for fundamental studies to
those prepared from polycrystalline material. In addition, the
8
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underlying bulk is influencing the properties of the surface,
so that knowledge of the bulk properties of the material
is important to connect catalytic properties of the surface
to the structural and electronic properties of the bulk. For
that purpose we have determined bulk physical properties
of the single-crystal PdGa grown by the Czochralski
method, by performing measurements along well-defined
crystallographic directions. Magnetic measurements have
shown that the PdGa material is diamagnetic. The negative
thermoelectric power and the positive Hall coefficient suggest
a complex Fermi surface. PdGa is a good electrical conductor
and a moderate thermal conductor. Partial fulfillment of the
NMR Korringa relation reveals that the charge carriers are,
to some extent, correlated. Specific heat measurements have
shown that the DOS of PdGa at the Fermi energy is reduced
to 15% of the DOS of the elemental Pd metal. We believe that
our data on the bulk physical properties of PdGa may serve
in future atomistic-level studies of the catalytic processes
on well-oriented surfaces of this interesting hydrogenation
catalyst material.
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